
 
NATURE TRAIL GUIDE - SESSION 2 - EAST 

 
There are two nature-based activities this week: 1) your solo, or “all one” time in nature; and 2) a 
30 minute Dialogue Walk with your new GC buddy for this week. 

 
DIALOGUE WALK PREPARATION 

1. Before going out on your solo, please reach out to your GC buddy this week to coordinate when 
you would like to have your Dialogue Walk, and what form of technology you’ll be using (i.e. 
Skype, Whatsapp, Facetime etc.).  Your dialogue walk should take place AFTER your solo, and 
ideally while the experience of your solo is still fresh in your mind.  

 
2. Chris will post instructions for the Dialogue Walk on Marco Polo in the Generative Council group 

on Monday, June 15th.  Please watch that video before going on your Dialogue Walk, which will 
be after your solo. 

 
SOLO PRACTICES 

3. Right before you go on your solo, please watch this 2 minute video.  It explains a practice that 
you might like to try once you are settled in your solo spot to help expand your field of vision, and 
sense of perspective. 

 
4. As you set off to your solo spot, please go through a natural threshold of some sort...two trees, a 

fence opening, two rocks, a sound that you create...whatever you please.  Going through this 
threshold is a symbolic way to move from normal, daily life to special, or sacred time for yourself. 
Who knows what will happen when you walk through your threshold?!  When you exit, please 
walk through that threshold again. 

 
5. Once you arrive at your spot, please mark the four directions (N, E, S, W) with natural items by 

using your own senses, or a compass. 
 

6. To settle in with Mother Nature, heighten your senses and turn off your very clever mind, you’re 
invited to first practice the sensory activity from last week (you’ll find it on the Resource page in 
Session 1), then rest for a while experiencing those effects.  You might consider facing each 
direction and doing the sensory activity.  You’ll know what is right for you. 

 
7. Then, facing East, try the Field of Vision practice described on the video you watched before solo. 

Do this a number of times and see what you see.   Become that eagle referred to in the video. 
Imagine what that eagle is seeing right now.  Go big!  Push your imaginative and spiritual limits a 
bit.  After all, that is what the EAST is all about. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sGjMTwf5NM&list=PL6KqdRVaTWhfeXKPuBZPIU6JMtz_dMfuf&index=3
http://www.natureleadership.org/growing-your-best-self/


8. Halfway through your solo today...hopefully it’s longer than last time, right?!...begin the Field of 
the Future guided journaling activity.  Turn on your phone, go to Marco Polo to the group labelled 
“Instructions for Solo” and begin. This will be available Monday, June 15th.  There are seven 
guided journaling questions that you’ll receive in seven Marco Polo segments.  Each segment 
features the question and then three minutes for you to do a stream of consciousness on that 
question.  At the conclusion of each segment, put your pen down, take a deep breath, and hit the 
play button for the next question.  Don’t linger on any particular question, just go through the 
seven questions sequentially within the three minute timeframe.  You’ll have plenty of time later to 
allow these questions to work on you, and capture any new discoveries that come to you. 
 

9. When you are done with the Field of the Future guided journaling, with your mind full of 
imagination and possibility, take more deep breath and ground back into nature, maybe do the 
sensory practice, or the field of vision practice again, and simply enjoy being with Mother Nature, 
whatever she has in store for you this day.  When you leave your solo site, please leave it as you 
found it, thank the space for hosting you today and head back out through your threshold.  

 
10. Connect with your buddy for your Dialogue Walk at your designated time and technology, and 

enjoy! 


